Abstract
divisions' were ascribed to economic underperformance and deeply entrenched patterns of historic privilege and deprivation (NPC, 2011f:412) .
The findings of a second institution, the South African Reconciliation Barometer (SARB) 3 dovetail with those of the NPC. The South African Reconciliation Barometer survey is a nationally representative public opinion poll conducted annually by the Institute for Justice and Reconciliation (IJR), which focuses on progress in reconciliation in South Africa. The SARB measures progress in reconciliation through six complex hypotheses and indicators, which are: political culture, human security, cross-cutting political relationships, dialogue, race relations and historical confrontation. In other words the barometer aims to deduce how the abovementioned aspects influence reconciliation in South Africa and is a joint project of the IJR and the Khayabus opinion poll of Ipsos-Markinor which collects data through interviews with a nationally representative sample of 3487 South Africans. There is a presumption that 95% of the data is accurate and a possible deviation of 1, 7% is calculated.
What follows represents a summary of some findings of the NPC, as well as the SARB survey, particularly in regard to reconciliation:
The year 2011 has provided ample evidence of the growing gap between South Africa's few 'haves' and millions of 'have-nots'. This gap between rich and poor continues to be identified as the biggest social division in the country, ahead of political party membership, race, infectious disease, religion or language.
The year 2011 has also brought clear indications of just how quickly public opinion can become extremely polarised, often along historic dividing lines and with little neutral space for dialogue in between.
That South Africa remains a deeply divided society has been a discouragingly consistent finding of the SARB survey, conducted by IJR since 2003. Consecutive rounds of the SARB have found that South Africans continue to associate strongly with identity groups based on language, ethnicity and race. In June 2011, the NPC's Diagnostic Overview found that "South Africa remains a divided society and the major dividing line is still race" (NPC, 2011a:26) . The subsequent National Plan suggests that a common goal for the country should be to reach a point at which "South Africans become more conscious of the things they have in common than their differences" (NPC, 2011f:414 Linked to this could be the question of the relationship between the effects of globalisation and the call for glocalisation. The latter phrase was coined by Robertson (1992) as an indication of the importance of local http://scriptura.journals.ac.za article, what role can religion and religious communities play in answering this question? According to Villa-Vicencio (1994:115-126) , there are different options for the coexistence of unity and diversity, ranging from unfavourable (in some cases, downright dangerous) to potentially viable. One option would be that of cultural assimilation, in which cultures and cultural differences are assimilated into one another, up to the point where a fully homogenised end product is created, under so-called 'social consensus'. The problem with this, however, is the role of power, with the accompanying question: who determines the process (and even outcome) of the so-called consensus? Cultures that are not in consensus with the rest may be marginalised, or will remain so, being alienated and excluded to the detriment of the richness of our diversity. This option seems to stress unity to the detriment of diversity.
A second possibility would be one of multicultural pluralism, in which people from different cultures, ethnic and racial origins, as well as genders and religions have the right and freedom to express their identities within the character and the decision-making processes of the public realm (Villa-Vicencio 1994:117-118) . Within this model ethnicity and culture seem to be the driving forces in determining individual and social identity, and it would be a valid question to ask whether these emphases, given our history, will heal our society or rather prompt a regression into apartheid once again. The problem here again is the question of power, the dominant forces and role players, as opposed to the marginalised. Whilst cultural assimilation stresses unity to the detriment of diversity, multicultural pluralism tends to over-emphasise diversity against unity.
A third option could be cultural engineering, in which a certain amount of intervention in or moulding of, cultures could take place. Obviously, although South Africa is presently going through a period of reconstruction, which entails certain measures to redress the imbalances of the past, for South Africans emerging from apartheid the very thought of cultural manipulation is hard to swallow. The concept of intervention begs the question of power once again: who does the engineering, and with what agenda? In my opinion, this option could in fact destroy not only the communal discovery of a new unity, but also the richness of our diversity in our quest for a new identity.
What in fact is needed is an approach that ensures cultural openness (Villa-Vicencio 1994:120) . This involves a co-mingling of cultures, which does not mean an assimilation, consummation or fusion of one within the other. Rather it operates with the presumption of equal worth and openness to the possibility of discovering together something that encompasses our particular cultures, but is also bigger than the sum total of that which we bring to the national table.
In my opinion this notion of cultural openness needs to be developed further, specifically with the potential role of religion in mind.
6 Cultural openness could also be described in terms of interculturality, 7 as opposed to inculturality. 8 The concept of issues and the impact of culture on local communities. Glocalisation guards against the tendency of globalisation to homogenize. Interculturality is a set of processes through which relations between different cultures are constructed on a basis of equality and mutual respect. This concept emerged towards the end of the twentieth century as a correction or expansion of the existing paradigm of inculturality. Whilst inculturality emphasizes the fact that interculturality could in turn be refined from the perspective of interpathy. 9 The latter denotes more than just sympathy. It is an inclusive compassion that is not only directed towards individuals, but also cultures and values. It operates from an unbiased, unconditional love, taking the ethics of love into systemic paradigms. Interpathy goes far beyond a condescending attitude 10 of a 'superior' culture sympathising with an inferior one, or giving handouts on the grounds of misguided compassion. It does not romanticise eitherviewing, for instance, African culture through a rosy tourist lens of tribal drums, wooden artefacts or colourful traditional dresses. Interpathy, as mode of interculturality, operates from the basis of mutual respect, openness to the other, reciprocal understanding, compassion and enrichment. It adheres to a porous hermeneutics, in which the supposed boundaries of epistemologies are revisited frequently and crisscrossed in a spirit of genuine teachability.
interpenetration takes place between cultures, interculturality emphasises exchange. The theological rationale for inculturality can be found in incarnational theology, stressing the fact that in this process the gospel can and should be enfleshed and embodied within the paradigm of a specific local culture (Cf. Louw 2006:8-9) . From a vast body of literature on this concept, the following may serve only as indication: Bennett, Milton (1998) The problem of inculturality could once again be that of power -it can easily happen that inculturation, though meant well, ends up by being 'Christianization', in which the dominant culture of those doing the Christianization is imposed on the receiving culture. In the intercultural approach the separation between Christ and culture is no longer accepted, nor the domination of one (Christian) culture over the other, but rather the interconnectedness between Christ and culture. It focuses on the meaning of Christian spirituality within culture as well as the mutual exchange of paradigms between the two, a sharing with the intention to empower within a relationship of reciprocity. One is reminded of the classical distinctions concerning the relationship between Christian faith and culture (Christ and Culture) proposed by HR Niebuhr in 1951. He describes the rejection and anti-model: Christ against culture (58-92; the accommodation model: the Christ of culture (93-122); the synthesis model; Christ above culture, i.e. to maintain both the distinctions between Christ (his Lordship) and culture as well as the relatedness to culture, 'both-and' (127-128) ; the dualistic model: Christ and culture in paradox ; and the operational model: Christ the transformer of culture . Niebuhr himself believes that, although Christ is above culture (different), He operates through it to transform (convert) it. He still works with the so-called object-subject split in a polar model, i.e. the presupposition that according to the substantial difference between the two, the relationship has to be reestablished (cf. (Federschmidt et al. 2002:19) .
In this regard religion can make a meaningful contribution -not, as unfortunately happens time and again, functioning as an agent that legitimises the status quo of cultural boundaries or separateness. It's dimension of spirituality should rather help to safeguard society from changing that which is only temporal into something permanent or eternal, giving that which is transient a rigid, stable value. Religion should serve the movement from stringency to contingency, from status quo to status flux. Religion can help create a space for graceful neighbouring.
11
The notion of creative and respectful space 12 might be explored further. The IJRalready referred to above -which in the past has facilitated several interactions in communities across the country, aimed at creating and fostering dialogue between former enemies and ordinary citizens who endeavour to build a common future after generations of violent conflict, has developed an approach that aims at so-called 'safe spaces ' (cf. Du Toit 2003:212-217) . These spaces originate in relationships where honesty is a sine qua non, but held in tension with respect. In other words: differences are put on the table and not hidden or masked, but these differences may never lead to disrespect of the other. On the other hand, acknowledgment of past and present transgressions is held in tension with responsibility -a deep confession coupled with the sincere desire to act and to transform that which was and still is wrong in our society. In this way, through mutual adherence to these four basic values, a framework for dialogue in a 'safe space' can be created: honesty, but with respect; acknowledgment, but with responsibility.
The concept 'safe space' does not indicate neutrality or inactivity, or a new type of securocracy.
13 On the contrary, it intends a spiritual space of intimacy, where reciprocal enrichment can take place. Perhaps we can coin a helpful phrase here: what is needed in South Africa is an intercultural and interpathetic space for redefining our identity. Religion, being part of culture, can operate as a definitive and formative space-creator and space-setter within culture.
Within this space, a new South African identity may be formed. Within this space we have reached a deep level of the South African story: the search for identity. I am of the opinion that what transpires at this core in the years to come will influence all the layers of our society; that our mutual understanding of our identity will in fact be the most profound 11 Diana Nishita Cheifetz has written a beautiful essay on graceful neighbouring, which she sub-titles: Dancing with our diversity. She uses the metaphor of dance to illustrate some rules or guidelines for 'graceful neighbouring' -one could say, interculturality. The first is simply to be aware of others on the dance floor of society (2006:16). Not to be so self-focused and engrossed with your 'own' movements, but rather gracefully becoming part of the whole. A second rule would be to acknowledge, with respect, the others around youvery much like the curtsy with which medieval dancers opened up the dance. To acknowledge one another is to accept and respect the 'otherness' of the other. A third rule could be added to this: to respect the space, and from time to time even to create the space, between dancers. There should be closeness without familiarity, but also space without alienation. Graceful neighbouring can mean honouring the space in between, so that we can move together respectfully even with our differences (2006:22) . Of course, dancing is also something that must be learnt. Before mastering it, many toes might be stepped on and many egos end up stretched out on the floor!
12
The notion of space is of course not a new one. The Greeks already referred to the importance of space in our quest for being human. The Greek word Chora means space or place and could also be interpreted as the attitude through which humans fill space with values, perceptions and associations, resulting in a created relational environment, a systemic and hermeneutical arena for living with meaning and dignity. Chora represents a nourishing and maternal receptacle, a womb that defines the quality of the places (topoi) where we encounter one another. Indeed, in this space we cannot exist without one another; it is where we meet in our diversity and unity, but also as perpetrators and victims. factor in shaping our communal future. It is exactly here, in my opinion, that the church and religion face their deepest challenge: either to be a stagnant or even destructive role player, or a heuristic agent that acts as midwife for our country in the fulfilment of her new birth.
Moving from Enclavement to Embracement
But perhaps the mere creation of spaces for inter-facing does not go far enough. It would seem that the syndrome of enclavement still permeates at least certain sectors of the South African cultural landscape. Taking 'Afrikaner Identity' as a case in point, the following diagnosis can indeed be made:
An enclave -like for instance formed around 'Afrikaner Identity' before and during apartheid -differentiates itself from other groups in order to create internal cohesion. An enclave is directed against the 'other', which could, again in the instance of historical Afrikaner identity, be seen as 'other' empires (like the British -during the Boer wars), 'other' races (as expressed during apartheid), 'other' languages (as exemplified during the so-called 'language movement': or 'Taalbeweging'), etc. Enclaves often operate with syndromes of anxiety (the 'black danger', or the 'red, i.e. Communist danger', etc.) and (often extreme) efforts to maintain the 'purity' of the enclave. In typical enclave mentality, you are either 'in' or 'out'. No compromise, no grey areas -things are black and white (Cilliers and Nell 2011:8; cf. also Aaboe 2007:65) .
Searching for a theological metaphor that opposes this syndrome of enclavement, we are reminded of the classic work of Miroslav Volf, entitled Exclusion & Embrace: A Theological Exploration of Identity, Otherness, and Reconciliation. Enclavement could as well be called exclusion; exclusion forms the core myth of the enclave.
A Croatian by birth, Volf takes as a starting point for his analysis the civil war and 'ethnic cleansing' in the former Yugoslavia, but he readily finds other examples of cultural, ethnic, and racial conflict to illustrate his points. Volf proposes the idea of embrace as a theological response to the problem of exclusion. He argues that 'exclusion' of people who are alien or different is among the most intractable problems in the world today. He writes, "It may not be too much to claim that the future of our world will depend on how we deal with identity and difference. The issue is urgent. The ghettos and battlefields throughout the world -in the living rooms, in inner cities, or on the mountain ranges -testify indisputably to its importance" (1996:57f.). Yes, perhaps the future of South Africa also depends on how we deal with 'otherness'.
Volf speaks about the 'drama' of embrace in four acts (1996:140-147), keeping in mind that the notion of 'embracing' might be viewed differently in different cultures. For him, it however forms a basic metaphor for moving out of the exclusion of the enclave. Volf however also offers a distinct theological underpinning for this concept: the Christian scriptures attest that God does not abandon the godless to their evil, but gives of God self to bring them into communion. We are called to do likewise -whoever our 'enemies' and whoever we may be. The fourfold structure of embracement proposed by Volf could be summarised briefly as follows:
The first act of embracing entails opening up your arms. This indicates a code of desire for the other, and a "sign that I have created space in myself for the other to come in and that I have made a movement out of myself so as to enter the space created by the other." (1996:141) As first act it suggests a fissure in the self and a gesture of invitation.
Perhaps the South African Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) represented such a first opening up of the arms in our history of, and struggle for, reconciliation. The TRC was hailed -and criticised -as unique inter alia because of its "overriding focus on reconciliation as a primary goal of its work", and not just judicial outcomes (Hayner 2000:36) , as well as because of the strong religious, even explicitly Christian undertones, that inevitably colored concepts such as truth, reconciliation, remembrance, justice, restitution, etc. (Mouton and Smit 2008:50, 51; cf also Cilliers 2011:78-89) . But the work of the TRC was indeed not an end in itself; rather it was a point of departure, an initiation into a new South Africa that would hopefully operate with a new ethos and indeed spirit of reconciliation between its citizens (cf. Du Toit 2006:199; Villa-Vicencio 2006:2-8; Maluleke 2006:103, etc.) . After its final sessions, many South Africans still felt that reconciliation did not really take place, and that reconciliation indeed cannot, and should not, be forced or implemented to act as a premature pacifier.
Significantly, Volf also speaks of the second act of embracement as one of waiting. "The waiting self can move the other to make the movement toward the self, but its power to do so is the power of signalled desire, of created space, and opened boundary of the self, not the power that breaks the boundaries of the other and forces the fulfilment of desire" (1996:142-143). Embracing does not mean grasping the other through force of power.
This act of waiting does not however mean that we should be passive in our quest for reconciliatory embracement. It is rather a time for listening to one another, of learning to trust one another, or in the words of Desmond Tutu himself:
The TRC was an important turning point for South Africans -but it was only a starting point. We need to keep working at reconciliation… We are in many ways still strangers to one another. We have got to get to know and to trust one another. We need to tell one another about our hurts and our fears. We need to heal one another's wounds. We need to listen to one another's stories. This can open a space within which to address the economic and other woes that our people face. If reconciliation does not lead to people contributing in some way to transformation and the improvement of the lives of all South Africans it will, with some justification, be dismissed as a factitious thing to be ignored (quoted in Villa-Vicencio and Du Toit 2006:i).
But, according to Volf, there must also be an act three: closing the arms. "This is the goal of embrace, the embrace proper, which is unthinkable without reciprocity…" (1996:143) . This reciprocity does not indicate a hard touch, but rather the soft touch of respect. Embracing should not be perverted into a smothering or crushing 'bear-hug'. In this embrace the identity of the self is preserved and transformed, and the alterity of the other is affirmed and respected.
This 'embrace proper' signifies the stage where concrete issues concerning restorative justice needs to be fleshed out. This calls for dialogue, reciprocity -fostered by what theologians have called a new theological paradigm -a theology of reconstruction (VillaVicencio 1998:2 f.), or a theology of restitution (Maluleke 2008:684) , going beyond a mere welfarist act of 'hand-outs' (Swart 2008:123,126) . The fact that glaring economic inequalities lie at the root of many of South Africa's societal problems, and the view that the church should urgently take part in this debate, have been acknowledged many times before (cf. Smit 1984:71) . In essence, what is needed is a theological paradigm that does not shrink from this debate, but rather helps to set the agenda and provide relevant content. According to Finca (2007:4) , "Restitution is not a political issue. It is moral and ethical. It lies at the centre of moral theology." Following Volf's metaphor, this phase of restorative embracement must however lead to act four: the opening of the arms again. "If the embrace is not to cancel itself, the arms must open again" (1996:144). The call to 'embrace the other' is never a call to remake the other into one's own image. In effect, Volf's theological understanding of embrace opens itself to religious pluralism by upholding the importance of different religious and cultural traditions for the formation of personal and group identity. This formation of identities may however never again deteriorate into new forms of 'apartheid'.
In summing up the implications of a theology of embrace for religious and cultural traditions, Volf in fact refers to the fluidity of identities, the nonsymmetricity of relationships, the underdetermination of the outcome, and the risk of this embrace (145-147). In short, "Embrace is grace, and grace is gamble, always" (1996:147).
Many South Africans still seek shelter within the so-called 'safe havens' of their enclaves -of that the findings of the South African Reconciliation Barometer and the diagnosis of the National Planning Commission provide ample evidence. However, there have been some indications of individuals and groups moving out and seeking spaces for inter-facing. The role of various religious communities might prove to be of decisive value in this process, but it must also be taken further: fostering gestures and acts of true embracement. For this, all the relevant values of the religious communities will be called to action: the crossing of borders towards the 'other', the respect of human dignity, the urgency of transparency and honesty, the need for dialogue and reciprocal teachability, the inclusion of the marginalised, etc.
Indeed: embrace is grace, and grace is gamble, always -but we might yet win.
